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The digestive system label worksheet

See also the digestive label for the practice of marking structures. For more named parts of the human digestive tract, view here. Shanan Moscopf June 9, 2020 This paper is designed for anatomy students to practice marking on the organs of the digestive tract. It is slightly more advanced than is commonly seen in basic health or
biology classes because it includes the three sections of the small intestine (ethnomy, gnome, ilyum) and the three sections of the colon. (Note: You excluded the Sigmoid colon section not on labeling, but you can add it if your students learn it. There are two copies included in the Google document (and pdf), one has a word bank and the
other does not. This can be used for differentiated education or even as a way for students to practice with word bank and then move on to something more challenging. I usually don't set scores for this kind of practice. It is fairly easy for students to just find answers. I spend a lot of time in anatomy encouraging students to look at these
types of worksheets as a way to study, practice and prepare for class assessments. I usually give students about 10 minutes to do the paper work paper and then project the picture on the whiteboard and have volunteers write the answers so that the students in the class can verify their work. In addition, children love typing on a
whiteboard! Guided notes and Google slides are also available for the digestive system. Students can practice with these educational cards on Quizlet. Download a PDF version with form fields for remote learning. Download a PDF version with the drop-down menu for remote learning. *You'll need to download them to use forms.
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